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This symbol indicates “Warnings" 
that are essential in order to protect 
against injury to people or damage to 
equipment.

This symbol indicates “notes" 
that are specific instructions on how 
to operate, control, adjust or maintain 
the units.

This symbol indicates “tiPs" 
that are intended to offer helpful advice  
for a better user experience.

Aquatic Life, LLC
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Toll-Free US only: (888) 548-3480
Outside the US: 1-818-768-6943

thank you for purchasing an aquaticLife™ 
Light Fixture for use with your aquarium! 

We know you value quality and innovation and will be pleased with 
this product’s performance.

We encourage you to take a few minutes to become familiar with 
this manual and note items that apply to your particular model. 
For additional information, please visit www.aquaticlife.com.

Your purchase includes a coupon on the side of the box. 
Save Life Rewards™ point coupons from Aquatic Life products and 
redeem them for free merchandise at www.aquaticlife.com/rewards. 
This is our way of saying thank you for your loyalty.

Check us out on...

Copyright © Aquatic Life, LLC
All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval 
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means without the 
prior written consent of Aquatic Life, LLC.
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safety instRuctions

Warning
To guard againsT injury, basic precauTions 
should be observed, including The following:

a) 	READ	AND	FOLLOW	ALL	SAFETY	INSTRUCTIONS.
b)  DANGER	– To avoid possible electric shock, special care 

should be taken since water is employed in the use of 
aquarium equipment. for each of the following situations, do 
not attempt repairs by yourself; return the appliance to an 
authorized service facility for service or discard the appliance: 
1)  if the appliance falls into the water, don’T reach for it! first 

unplug it and then retrieve it. if electrical components of 
the appliance get wet, unplug the appliance immediately. 
(non-immersible equipment only)

2)  if the appliance shows any sign of abnormal water leakage, 
immediately unplug it from the power source. (immersible 
equipment only)

3)  carefully examine the appliance after installation. it should 
not be plugged in if there is water on parts not intended to 
be wet.

4)  do not operate any appliance if it has a damaged cord or 
plug, or if it is malfunctioning or has been dropped or dam-
aged in any manner.

5)  To avoid the possibility of the appliance plug or receptacle 
getting wet, position aquarium stand and tank to one side 
of a wall-mounted receptacle to prevent water from drip-
ping onto the receptacle or plug. a “drip loop," shown in 
the figure below, should be arranged by the user for each 
cord connecting an aquarium appliance to a receptacle. The 
“drip loop" is that part of the cord below the level of the 
receptacle, or the connector if an extension cord is used, to 
prevent water traveling along the cord and coming in con-
tact with the receptacle. if the plug or receptacle does get 
wet, don’T unplug the cord. disconnect the fuse or circuit 
breaker that supplies power to the appliance. Then, unplug 
and examine for presence of water in the receptacle.

c)  close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by 
or near children.

d)  To avoid injury, do not contact moving parts or hot parts such 
as heaters, reflectors, lamp bulbs, and the like.

e)  always unplug an appliance from an outlet when not in use, 
before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning. 
never yank cord to pull plug from outlet. grasp the plug and 
pull to disconnect.

f)  do not use an appliance for other than intended use. The use 
of attachments not recommended or sold by the appliance 
manufacturer may cause an unsafe condition.

g) do not install or store the appliance where it will be exposed to 
the weather or to temperatures below freezing.

h)  Make sure an appliance mounted on a tank is securely 
installed before operating it.

i)  read and observe all the important notices on the appliance. 
j)  if an extension cord is necessary, a cord with a proper rating 

should be used. a cord rated for less amperes or watts than 
the appliance rating may overheat. care should be taken to 
arrange the cord so that it will not be tripped over or pulled.

K)  for added safety, the appliance must be plugged into a re-
ceptacle controlled by a gfci (ground fault interrupter) circuit 
breaker. device must be properly connected to a grounded 
three-prong receptacle.

l)  This appliance is intended for household use only.
M) This light fixture is required to be used over a covered aquari-

um. a glass top or protective barrier is required to minimize the 
fixture's exposure to water.

n) SAVE	THESE	INSTRUCTIONS
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groUnDing instrUCtions
This appliance should be grounded To MiniMize 
The possibiliTy of elecTric shocK. 

GROUNDING	SETUp
This appliance should be grounded to minimize the possibility of 
electric shock. This appliance is equipped with an electric cord 
having an equipment grounding conductor and a grounding type 
plug. The plug must be plugged into an outlet that is installed and 
grounded in accordance with all appropriate codes and ordinances.

This appliance is for use on a normal 120-volt circuit, and has a 
grounding plug that looks like the plug illustrated below.

a temporary adaptor which looks like the adaptor illustrated in 
(A) may be used to connect this plug to a two-pole receptacle as 
shown in (A) if a grounded outlet is not available.

a temporary adaptor should only be used until a grounded outlet 
can be installed by a qualified electrician.

GROUNDING	INSTALLATION
The green-colored rigid tab extending from the adaptor must be 
fastened to a permanent ground such as a grounded outlet box.
1. plug temporary adaptor into two-pole outlet. (B)
2.  insert screw through rigid tab on temporary adaptor and into 
 grounded outlet box. (C)

grounding plug

grounded outlet
box cover

grounding 
plug

grounding
Tab

FRONT	VIEW C

Temporary
adaptor

rigid ear
(grounding Means)

Two-pole receptacle

TWO-pOLE	OUTLET A

Temporary
adaptor

grounding Tab

screw

Two-pole receptacle

TWO-pOLE	OUTLET B
grounding outlet

grounding pin
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CF / t5 ho PaRts

Parts Diagram

note: Schematic for CF Fixture is slightly different than T5 HO Fixture
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CF sPecs

Parts Diagram

model numbers

420049 420050 420051 420052

420/460 Lamp(s): 410045 410047 410045 410047

10,000 K Lamp(s): 410046 410048 410046 410048

LED: 470103

Aquarium Frame Mounts: 470065

Fan: None 470104 (1 qty.) 470104 (2 qty.) 470104 (2 qty.)

Ballast: 470073 470074 470075 470074

lens cover: 3 3 3 3

end plate: 470106 (LEFT)   /   470107 (RIGHT)

installation & Maintenance guide: 3

model numbers

420049 420050 420051 420052

Rated Voltage: 120 Volt AC

Rated Cycle: 60Hz

Power Factor: 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95

power cord length: 2 meters 3 meters

dimensions without frame Mounts: (l x w x h): 60 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
23.62 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

90 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
35.43 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

120 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
47.24 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

180 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
70.86 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

Parts List:
For Compact Fluorescent Light Fixtures 

ProDUCt sPeCiFiCations: 
For Compact Fluorescent Light Fixtures 
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t5 ho sPecs

Parts Diagram

model numbers

420035 420151 420036 420037 & 420186 420038

420/460 Lamp(s): 410039 410039 410041 410043 410041

10,000 K Lamp(s): 410040 410040 410042 410044 410042

LED: 470103

Aquarium Frame Mounts: 470065

Fan: None None 470104 (1 qty.) 470104 (2 qty.) 470104 (2 qty.)

Ballast: 470020 470020 470071 470072 470071

lens cover: 3 3 3 3 3

end plate: 470106 (LEFT)   /   470107 (RIGHT)

installation & Maintenance guide: 3

model numbers

420035 420151 420036 420037 & 420186 420038

Rated Voltage: 120 Volt AC

Rated Cycle: 60Hz

Power Factor: 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.59 0.55

power cord length: 2 meters 3 meters

dimensions without frame Mounts: (l x w x h): 60 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
23.62 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

75 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
29.53 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

90 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
35.43 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

120 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
47.24 x 10.16 x 3.28 in
—————————————————

150 x 25.81 x 8.34 cm
59.1 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

180 x 25.8 x 8.34 cm
70.86 x 10.16 x 3.28 in

Parts List: 
For t5 Ho Fluorescent Light Fixtures 

ProDUCt sPeCiFiCations: 
For t5 Ho Fluorescent Light Fixtures  
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tools required for installation:  phillips #2 screwdriver 

CF / t5 ho installation

The aquatic life T5 ho & cf light fixtures are shipped with the lamps installed; 
however, the shipping materials will need to be removed prior to operation.   
place the light fixture upside down on a surface that will not mar or scratch the finish. 

PaCkaging

TIp: place a large towel 
under the fixture while 
removing the shipping 
materials to avoid 
scratching the fixture.

2) remove the packing materials. 
NOTE: The lamps will 
be packaged under the 
packing materials, do not 
discard.

1) slide the acrylic lens cover out of the fixture. 
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CF / t5 ho installation

The lamps are packaged in a protective tube to help eliminate damage during shipping.
1) remove the lamps from their protective tubes.

2) T5 ho lamps use a mini bi-pin connection to make contact with the fixture's sockets. To install, 
insert both ends of the lamp into sockets and rotate 90 degrees. The min bi-pin connections 
should now be horizontal in the socket.

          

 

3) install lamps in the following sequence:
• 1st  10,000 K lamp, in sockets closest to front of fixture
• 2nd 420/460 lamp, in second sockets from front of fixture
• 3rd 10,000 K lamp, in third sockets from front of fixture
• 4th 420/460 lamp, in sockets closest to back of fixture

The Timer will control the lamps in the above arrangement. any change in the sequence of lamps 
will change the Timer’s ability to control the lamps as designed. 

t5 Ho LamPs

PaCkaging (CONTINuED)

3) your new fixture includes a plastic film on the lens cover to protect it during shipping. peel the 
protective film off both sides of the acrylic lens cover.

Page 8

Page 7

Page 9
NOTE: do noT replace the 
acrylic lens cover until the 
aquarium frame Mounts 
have been attached.
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CF LamPs

CF / t5 ho installation

Page 8

Page 7

Page 9

1)  remove the lamps from their protective tubes.

2) remove all styrofoam shipping materials.

3)  refer to page 17 for detailed instructions on removing and installing lamps.
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CF / t5 ho installation

1) with the small end plate still removed, attach the four aquarium frame Mounts. slide the metal 
anchors into the channel located on the bottom side of the light fixture.  place two anchors per 
channel; two for the front and two for the back.

      
 

2) place each aquarium frame Mount over a metal anchor and insert the included screw through 
the Mount and into the anchor. Tighten the screw until the anchor pulls against the inside of the 
channel and secures the Mount to the fixture.  

aqUariUm Frame moUnts 

NOTE: not all of the 
aquarium frame Mounts 
are the same. position 
the Mounts so that the 
horizontal ribs in the side 
of the Mount point away 
from the fixture. The 
Mounts are designed 
to angle away from the 
fixture to provide a wide 
stable base. 

NOTE: The metal anchors 
ship attached to the 
aquarium frame Mounts.

correcT placeMenT: incorrecT placeMenT: 
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CF / t5 ho installation

The light fixture can be hung from overhead supports with optional suspension hardware. The fixture 
is equipped with Mounting points on the housing for easy connection.  refer to the installation 
guide included with the suspension hardware. 

3) slide the acrylic lens cover back into the track. 

 

4) place the fixture over a covered aquarium and adjust (slide) the aquarium frame Mounts so that 
the base of each Mount is firmly resting on the aquarium frame. Tighten the screws to secure 
the Mounts to the fixture.

aqUariUm Frame moUnts 

sUsPension system (OPTIONAL ACCESSORy, ITEM # 420063)
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PoWer
your aquatic life light fixture is equipped with a built in 
digital Timer and a single power cord. The Timer enables 
independent control of the three lighting zones in the fixture.  
connect the power cord into a grounded outlet (gfci). The 
display will illuminate when power is supplied.

timer
The digital Timer controls three zones in the light fixture: 
white and blue fluorescent lamps and lunar led’s.  each of 
these zones can be programmed to operate at different times 
throughout the day. 

NOTE: 
reMove

proTecTive
filM

reset BUtton: 
if the fixture is powered off or unplugged without 
turning the lamps off manually at the timer, the 
timer may “lock” and not have any display.   
To reset the timer to its pre-programmed settings, press the 
reset button in the middle of the Timer panel.  a paper clip 
or similar small object will be needed to press the reset 
button. when the reset button is pressed the led lights 
will turn on, the fluorescent lamps will turn off, and the 
clock will read 0:00.

To view a video demonstration 
on the Digital Timer go to

www.youtube.com/AquaticLifeLLC

NOTE: for ease of programming, the clock 
displays a 24 hour format instead of aM 
or pM.

NOTE: when the programmed on/off times 
are activated, a triangle indicator will appear 
on the digital display above auTo. press the 
button of the lamp type to toggle between 
the on / auTo / off modes.

CF / t5 ho installation
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timer set-UP

setting the time

1) press clocK on the control panel until the time begins to flash. press the hr and Min buttons to scroll to 
the current time. 

2) The clock is equipped with a quick summer time mode that forwards the clock ahead one hour for daylight 
savings Time.  press both the hr and Min at the same time and the clock will advance one hour and display 
s in the top right corner of the display.  To change back to standard time, repeat the step above and the time 
will revert back one hour.  The s on the display will disappear.

Zone Programming: setting the on/off times for the Lamps to operate.

1) simultaneously press both the “prog” button and the button of the zone lamp type that you want to set 
at the same time (white, blue or led). Three arrows above the zone that is being programmed will begin to 
flash.  sTarT will appear on the display.

2) press the hr and Min buttons to adjust the sTarT time.  

3) press prog to scroll to the end time.  
NOTE: for ease of programming, the clock displays a 24 hour format instead of aM or pM.

4) press the hr and Min buttons to adjust the end time. This is the time the zone will power off.

5) press clocK to return to the current time. The current time will automatically display if there is no activity for 
60 seconds.

6) repeat steps 1 through 5 for each lamp type (zone) that requires a new time of operation.

Pre-Programmed times of operation:  
for ease of use, the timer is pre-programmed with sTarT and end times. if the timer is in the  
pre-programmed mode the display will show an r in the right hand corner of the display.

 zone 1 whiTe sTarT 9:00  -  end 17:00

  zone 2 blue sTarT 8:00  -  end 20:00

  zone 3 nighT sTarT 20:00-  end 6:00

manual override 
To override the timer during normal operation, press the button of the desired zone. press the button until the display 
triangle appears above the on or off of the zone selected.  

To return to the auTo mode, press the desired zone button until the display triangle appears above auTo.

CF / t5 ho installation
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CF / t5 ho Maintenance 

WARNING: The fixture 
is not waterproof. do not 
spray or submerge the 
fixture.

WARNING: The fixture 
is hot during operation 
and must cool before 
servicing. unplug the 
fixture from the power 
supply and allow to cool 
for 15 minutes before 
changing lamps.  

HoUsing

unplug the light fixture and wipe the housing with a clean moist/semi-dry cloth to remove dust, 
salt and other debris that may have built up on the fixture.  

Lens Cover

wipe the acrylic lens cover with fresh water or an acrylic cleaner to maintain peak light transmis-
sion.  if the lens cover is allowed to become dirty, it will reduce the amount of light that enters the 
aquarium.

t5 Ho LamP rePLaCement

depending on the type of aquarium inhabitants, the lamps may need to be replaced every 9 to 18 
months.  it is best to review the requirements for your animals prior to replacing the lamps.  consult 
your local store or supplier for a recommendation for frequency of replacement.

To access the lamps, follow the installation procedure for lamps on page 10.   
The instructions will show how to remove the end plate and lens cover.  This will give access to 
the lamps.  

The lamps are secured in two places, the left and right sockets.  

1) gently grasp the ends of the lamp to be removed and rotate the lamp so that the pins are verti-
cal and can be lifted out of the sockets.  

2) insert the new lamp (with pins in a vertical position) into the socket and gently rotate the lamp 
90 degrees.  The lamp pins should now be in a horizontal position within the socket.

TIp: Keep the fixture's 
acrylic lens cover and 
glass cover over the 
aquarium clean to allow 
maximum light penetra-
tion into the aquarium.

NOTE: both ends of the 
lamp must rotate at the 
same time.  
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CF / t5 ho Maintenance 

WARNING: The fixture 
is hot during operation 
and must cool before 
servicing. unplug the 
fixture from the power 
supply and allow to cool 
for 15 minutes before 
changing lamps.  

CF LamP rePLaCement

depending on the type of marine aquarium inhabitants, the lamps may need to be replaced every 
9 to 18 months.  it is best to review the requirements for your animals prior to replacing the lamps.  
consult your local store or supplier for a recommendation for frequency of replacement.

To access the lamps, follow the installation procedure for lamps on page 11.

The lamps are secured in two places; the socket end and the lamp clip. The lamp clip secures 
the lamp with a silicon band that stretches over the lamp.  

1) remove the silicon band from the lamp clip and lift the lamp gently from the lamp clip.  
The lamp will “pivot” at the socket end, allowing the lamp to be easily removed.

Page 12

Page 10

Page 12

Page 10

3) reverse steps to install the new lamp.

2) while holding the plastic end of the lamp “pull” the lamp from the socket.   
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GlossaRy of teRMs 

420/460: light which produces an identifiable or measurable change when it interacts with matter. 
actinic lighting is visibly blue and will need a full spectrum bulb to help offset the color distortion. 
The light wavelength promotes the growth of zooxanthellae algae, essential for the growth and well-
being of all photosynthetic corals and invertebrates. 420/460 lamps produce a peaked wavelength 
on the light spectrum at 420 nm and again at 460 nm.

10,000 k: a spectrum that produces a full range of white light that is beneficial to Marine organ-
isms. The lamp mimics the color of light that can be found in equatorial regions of the world. 
10,000 K lamps produce light over a broad range of the light spectrum up to 700 nm.

Compact Fluorescent (CF): a type of fluorescent lamp designed into an appliance-friendly shape 
to increase functionality. like all fluorescent lamps, compact fluorescent lamps contain mercury 
and should be displosed of properly. visit www.lamprecycle.org to learn more about disposal.

Drip Loop: To arrange an electrical cord so it hangs down well below the outlet before running 
back up again. any water running down the cord will drip down from the loop, rather than running 
uphill to enter the outlet.

gFCi: ground fault circuit interrupter, a device used to measure if any electrical current is "leak-
ing" from the circuit.  if a "leak" is determined the gfci will switch the power off.

LeD: (light emitting diode) a diode is the simplest sort of semiconductor device. The semiconduc-
tor material for led's is typically aluminum-gallium-arsenide (algaas). in pure aluminum-gallium-
arsenide, all of the atoms bond perfectly to their neighbors, leaving no free electrons (negatively-
charged particles) to conduct electric current. light is produced from energy that can be released 
by an atom. it is made up of many small particle-like packets that have energy and momentum but 
no mass. These particles, called photons, are the most basic units of light. photons are released as a 
result of the moving electrons.

nanometer: (nm) a unit in which wavelengths of light are expressed. 1 nm = 0.000000001 meter 
(1 billionth of a meter).

Power Factor: a measure of the effectiveness with which an electrical device converts volt-
amperes to watts

t5 Ho Lamp: a type of high output fluorescent lamp with a 5/8” diameter. This slim profile makes 
T5 lamps more efficient than standard fluorescent tubes. T5 ho lamps offer many benefits; includ-
ing lamp life, power efficiency, high lumen output per watt and small size. like all fluorescent lamps, 
T5 ho lamps contain mercury and should be disposed of properly. visit www.lamprecycle.org to 
learn more about disposal.

U.S.	Mail	
AquaticLife, LLC 
2416 W. Victory Blvd, #136
Burbank, CA 91506

Electronic	Mail
customersupport@aquaticlife.com

Telephone	(toll-free	US	only)
1-888-548-3480
1-818-768-6943
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ReGistRation & WaRRanty

when you purchase an aquatic life product, you will find a warranty 
registration card accompanying the product. please complete this 
card and mail it in within 15 days from the date of purchase or register 
your product online at www.aquaticlife.com/register. some aquatic life 
products will include a serial number. To validate your warranty, the serial 
number must be included for appropriate products.

product	Serial	Numbers
serial numbers do noT contain the letters “ul", “cul", “csa", “en" or 
“ce". These letters refer to a us, canadian and european standards for 
that product. if you need help locating the serial number for your product, 
please visit our website at www.aquaticlife.com/register or call aquatic 
life at 1-888-548-3480.

aquatic life, llc warrants that this light fixture (excluding lamps) shall be 
free from defective electrical components and leaks or cracks due to defects 
in materials or workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from the 
date of purchase. if a defect is shown, aquatic life, llc will, at aquatic life’s 
sole discretion, either repair or replace the product without charge. no cash 
refunds will be made. This warranty is provided solely to the original consumer 
purchaser of the product and may not be transferred or assigned. 

This warranty does not apply to damage resulting from accident, misuse, 
abuse, lack of reasonable care, failure to follow safety and installation 
instructions, use of the product with non-standard electrical service, or 
any other defect not resulting from defects in the electrical components 
of the product or defects in materials or workmanship. This warranty will 
not be effective unless and until the aquatic life product is shown to 
have been used in accordance with the safety and installation instructions 
accompanying the product.

This consTiTuTes aQuaTic life’s enTire warranTy and 
aQuaTic life MaKes no oTher warranTies, wheTher 
eXpress or iMplied, wiTh respecT To The producT. aQuaTic 
life, llc specifically disclaiMs any and all iMplied war-
ranTies, including, wiThouT liMiTaTion, warranTies of 
MerchanTabiliTy and fiTness for a parTicular purpose. 
if aQuaTic life, llc cannoT lawfully disclaiM iMplied 
warranTies under This liMiTed warranTy, all such war-
ranTies, including warranTies of MerchanTabiliTy and 
fiTness for a parTicular purpose are liMiTed in duraTion 
To The duraTion of This warranTy. 

aQuaTic life is noT responsible for direcT, special, 

incidenTal or conseQuenTial daMages resulTing froM 
any breach of warranTy or condiTion, or under any 
oTher legal Theory. aQuaTic life, llc eXpressly disclaiMs 
all alleged daMages for loss of Marine life, personal 
injury, and/or properTy daMage.

some states and provinces do not allow the exclusion or limitation of 
incidental or consequential damages or exclusions or limitations on the 
duration of implied warranties or conditions, so the above limitations or 
exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal 
rights, and you may also have other rights that vary by state or
province.

aquatic life, llc shall not have any obligations under this warranty 
unless the owner notifies aquatic life, llc in writing of any alleged 
defect(s) within 30 days of discovery of the defect(s). any notice to 
aquatic life, llc must be delivered by united states or electronic mail to 
the following address:
u.s. Mail 
Aquatic Life, LLC 
2416 W. Victory Blvd, #136
Burbank, CA 91506

electronic Mail: customersupport@aquaticlife.com

aquatic life, llc shall be allowed a reasonable period of time to inves-
tigate any warranty claim and to perform any testing aquatic life, llc 
deems necessary to determine the cause of the defect. This warranty 
shall be interpreted under the laws of the state of california.

registering yoUr ProDUCt(s) WitH aqUatiC LiFe

LimiteD Warranty



Aquatic Life, Live it Today! and Life Rewards 
are trademarks of 
Aquatic Life LLC
Los Angeles, CA 90058
www.aquaticlife.com

© Copyright Aquatic Life LLC
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br i nging the ocean to you,  w herever you may  be. 


